Abstract-Semanticenrichment is a process of analyzing and examining a database to capture its structure and definitions at a higher level of meaning. This is done by enhancing a representation of an existing database's structure in order to make hidden semantics explicit. In contrast to other approaches, we present an approach that takes an existing relational database as input, obtains a copy of its meta data and enriches it with as much semantics as possible, and constructs an enhanced Relational Schema Representation (RSR). Based on RSR, a Canonical Data Model (CDM) is generated,which captures essential characteristics of targetdatabases(i.e., object-based and XML) suitablefor migration.We have developed an algorithm for generatingCDM from an enhanced relational representation of an input relational database.Aprototype has been implementedandexperimentalresultsare reported.
INTRODUCTION Object-Oriented DataBases (OODBs), Object-Relational DataBases (ORDBs) and eXtensible Markup Language (XML) have become mainstream because they offer more functionality andflexibilitythan traditional Relational DataBases (RDBs). The advantages provided by these relatively newer technologies and the dominance of RDBs and their weaknesses in handling complex data have motivated a growing trendformigratingRDBs into OODBs, ORDBs and XML instead ofdesigning them from scratch [3, 5, 11] . This can be accomplished through reverse engineering an RDB into a conceptual schema that is enriched with its semantics and constraints. The result can be converted into another database according to a target platform. However, the question is:which of the new databases is most appropriate to use? So there is a need for an integrated method that deals withdatabasemigration fromRDB to OODB/ORDB/XML in order to provide an opportunity for exploration, experimentation and comparison among the alternative databases. The method should assist in evaluating and choosing the most appropriate target database to adopt for non-relational applications to be developed according to required functionality, performance and suitability. Such techniquescould help increasetheacceptanceof the newer approachesamong enterprises and practitioners. However, the difficulty facing this method is that it is targetingthreedatabasesthatare conceptually different. Due to theheterogeneity among the three target data models, a canonical model is needed tobridge the semantic gap among them. We believe that it isnecessary todevelop aCanonical Data Model (CDM) to facilitateourapproachfor migrating RDBs into object-based/XML databases [15] . TheCDM should be able to preserve and enhance RDB's integrity constraints anddata semantics tofit in with target databases'characteristics. Consequently, additional domain semantics need to be investigated,e.g.,relationclassificationsandrelationship identification.
Our aim in this paper is to present an approach in whichnecessary (explicit) semantics(e.g., relation and attribute names, keys, etc.) about a given RDB could be inferred,leading to the construction ofan enriched structure called Relational Schema Representation (RSR). The RSR constructs are then classified to produce a CDM, which is enhancedby additional(implicit)data semantics (e.g., classes and attributes classification, and relationship names, types, cardinalities, inverse relationships). More specifically, our aim is to construct an RSR from the extracted logical relational schema as part of a process called Semantic Enrichment (SE).SEresults in generatinga furtherenriched structure (i.e., CDM), which isusedformigratingRDBsintotargetdatabases.
Canonical modelsdesigned for database integration should have semanticsat leastequal to any ofthelocal schemas to be integrated [19] . Similarly, our CDM is designed to upgrade the semantics level of RDB and to play the role of an intermediate stage formigratingRDBsto OODB/ORDB/XML acting on both levels:schematranslation anddataconversion.Its constructs are classified to facilitate the migration into complex target objectsavoiding theflat one-to-oneandcomplicated nesting conversions.Through the CDM, well-structured target databases can be obtained without proliferation of references and redundancy.However, its richness may not be fully exploited due to the relatively limitedexpressiveness of the input RDB. Consequently, someobjectconceptsprovided by target database, e.g., behavioural aspects, get less attention inourCDM.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. SectionIIprovides an introduction to the SE process. SectionIIIdescribes how to construct an RSR based on meta data extracted from an existing RDB. SectionIVpresents the CDM definition and how to generate it from an RSR and an existing RDB. We evaluate our method in SectionV. in naming have tobe resolved, and attributes and interrelationships amongstdata have to be deduced.In our approach, the SEprocess involves the extraction of data semantics of an RDB to be represented in RSR followed by conversion into a much enriched CDM. This facilitatesthemigration into new target databases without referringrepeatedlyto the existing RDB. The main benefit from usingRSR andCDM together is that an RDB is read and enriched once while the results can be used many times to serve different purposes (e.g.,schema translation, data conversion). Fig.1 is an attributename and is a sequence number.
• The functiongetRSRrelation( ) returns the relation that corresponds to the relation name . To get an element of a composite construct, we use "." notation, e.g., . . The main purpose behind constructing an RSR is to read essential metadata into memory outside the database's secondary storage.An efficient RSR construction overcomes the complications that occur during matching keys in order to classify relations, e.g., strong or weak, attributes, e.g., nonkey attribute (NK) and relationships, e.g., M:N, inheritance, etc. Each relation is constructed withitssemanticsas one element, which is easily identifiableanduponwhich set theoretic operations can be applied formatching keys. Each of 's elements describes a specificpart of (e.g., describes 'sattributes). Animportant advantage of RSR is that it identifies the set therefore adding more semantics to an RDB's metadata.The holds keys that are exported from tootherrelations. Consider the databaseshown in Fig.2 .PKs areunderlinedandFKsare marked by "*". Table I gives the RSRconstructedfromthedatabaseshowing onlyEmp,Salaried_emp,DeptandWorks_onrelations. This section presents theCDMdefinitionand its algorithm. We concentrate on how to identify CDM constructs using information provided by RSRand how to generate relationships and cardinalities amongclasses using data instances. RSR constructs areclassified, enriched and translated into CDM. CDMspecificationsare based on the similarities among object-based and XML datamodels. Similarities produce naturalcorrespondences that can be exploited tobridge the semantic gap among diverse data models. This provides abasis for theCDM that can be usedas an intermediate representation to convert an RDB intomore than one target database. The definition of CDM isprovided in SubsectionA. The algorithm to generateCDM from RSR and an RDB is presentedin SubsectionB.
A. Definition of CDM CDM has three concepts: class, attribute andrelationship. Attributes define class structure, whereas relationships define a set of relationship types. The model is enriched by semantics from an RDB such as PKs, FKs, attributes length, etc. Besides, the modelhas taken into consideration features that are provided byobject-based and XMLdatabasessuch as association, aggregation and inheritance. However, the CDM is independent of an RDB, from which it has taken semantics as well as any target databases to which it might be converted. Real world entities, multi-valued and composite attributes, and relationshiprelations areall represented as classes in CDM. Object-baseddatabasesencapsulate static(i.e., properties)and dynamic aspects(i.e., methods)of objects. However, dynamic aspects will get less attention in CDM compared to static aspects becausean RDB does not support methods attached to relations. Static aspects involve a definition of class, and its attributes and relationships. CDM classes are connected through relationships. 
'associated with' for association, 'aggregates' for aggregation, and 'inherits' or 'inherited by' forinheritance. CDM does not support multipleinheritances, as target databasestandardsdo not allowa concrete subtype to have more than one concrete super-type; hence, a subclass inherits only from one superclass. The is the name of the related class ' participating in the relationship, and is a set containing the attribute names representing the relationship in ',whereas the inverse relationship attribute names in are contained in the set .Cardinality is defined bymin..maxnotation to indicatetheminimumandmaximumoccurrence of object(s) within objects.
B. Algorithm for Generation of CDM
This subsection presents theGenerateCDMalgorithm shown in Fig.3 generating CDM, we translate it intoobject-based/XML schemas, details of which can be found in our technical report [16] .
Consider theRSRshown inTable I to the input to theGenerateCDMalgorithm. Fig.4showsthe To demonstratethe effectiveness and validity ofthe CDM, a prototype has been developedusing Java 1.5,realizingthe algorithmpresented in this paper.Wesetuptwo experiments to evaluate our approach by examining the differencesbetweensource RDB and target databasesgenerated bythe prototype.Theexperimentswererun on a PC with Pentium IV 3.2 GHz CPU and 1024 MB RAM operatingunder Windows XP Professional.We measureddatabase equivalences, includingsemantics preservation,loss of dataandredundancy, and integrity constraints. Full detailsaboutthe experimentscan befound in [14, 15] . In the firstexperiment, wetest schema information preservation by comparing the target schemas resultingfromour prototype and those generated from other manual-based mapping techniques.A schema is correct if all concepts of underlying model are used correctly with respect to syntax andsemantics [10] . In general, the resultsfrom thedatabase engineering process could be validated against the results that are obtainedmanually by a knowledgeable person [7] .Sowe claimthat the CDM generated from an RDB is correct when target schemas generated basedonit are equivalent to the schemas mapped from the same RDB by otherapproaches. TheCDM is then validated as a representation of an existing RDB. The secondexperiment wasa query-based experiment basedon the BUCKYbenchmark [4] . We have translated the benchmarkqueries into equivalent versions in OODB and XML and run them ontheirnative systems,observingany differencesin resultsregarding data content and integrity constraintsequivalence. After evaluating the results,our approachis shown to be feasible, efficient and correct.Given that all approachesthathave beencomparedto our approach, in the first experiment,are manual techniques, which give the user an opportunity to use all features of target models to result in well-designed physical schemas, we found that our approach, which is fully-automatic has the ability to generate a more accurate and intuitive target schemas. The CDM, which preservesan enhanced structure of an existing RDB, is translatable into any of the three target schemasand the queries return identical results.Therefore, target databases are generated without loss or redundancy of data. Moreover, many semantics can be converted fromRDB into the targets,e.g., association, aggregation and inheritance with integrity constraints enforced on the target database. Some update operations are applied on the databases to show that integrityconstraints in the RDB are preserved in the target database. However, we cannot cover automatically referential integrity on REFs that are in nested tables in ORDB because Oracle does not have a mechanism to do so; this integrity could be preserved once the schema is generated, e.g., using triggers.In addition, the keys of XML elements may notbevalid for other element(s),which would substitute themin instance document. This is becauseXpath 2.0 is not schema-aware.
VI. RELATED WORK Inferring a conceptual schema from a logical RDB schema has been extensively studied by many researchers in the context ofdatabase reverse engineering [5, 2, 3, 6, 18] ,semantic enrichment [19, 12] andschema translation [9, 20, 11] . Such conversions are usually specified by rules, which describe how to derive RDBs constructs (e.g., relations, attributes, keys), classify them, and identify relationships among them. Semantic information is extracted by an in-depthanalysis of relations in an RDBschema together with their data dependencies into a conceptual schema model such as EntityRelationship Model (ERM), UML, object oriented and XML data models. Data and query statements are also used in some work to extract somesemantics. However, most of the work has been focused onschema translation ratherthandata conversionwith an aim to generate one target data model based on its conceptual schema or other representations as an intermediate stage for enrichment. In addition, the existing work does not provide a complete solution for more than one target database,for either schema or data conversion.A classification on database migration techniques can be found in our work [13] .
An approach that focuses on deriving an Extended ERM (EERM) from an existing RDB is presented in [6] . The process recovers domain semantics throughclassification of relations, attributes and key-based inclusion dependencies using the schema. However, expert involvement is required to distinguish betweensimilar EERM constructs. The approach discussed in [3] extracts a conceptualschema by analysing equi-join statements. The approach uses a join conditionand a distinct keyword for elimination of attributes during key location.Ref [2] developed algorithms that utilise data to derive all possible candidate keysfor identifying foreign keys of eachgiven relation in a legacy RDB. Thisinformation is then used to construct what is termed as RID graph, which includes all possible relationships among RDB relations.Ref [11] introducesa method in which data semantics are extracted from an RDB into anEERM, which is then mapped into a conceptual XML Schema Definition language (XSD) graph that captures relationships and constraints among entitiesin an EERM. Finally, the XML logical schema is extracted from the XSD.A model, called BLOOM, is developed, which acts like a CDM for federateddatabase management systems [1] . Its goal is to upgrade the semantic level oflocalschemas of different databases and facilitate their integration. A method,which improves an RDB schema semantically and translates it into a BLOOMschema,is described in [5] .Ref [18] proposesa procedure for mapping an RDB schema into an Object-Modelling Technique (OMT) schema [18] .Ref [9] developsa method for converting an RDB schema into a model, calledORA-SS [8] , which is then translatedinto XML Schema. However, they adoptan exceptionally deepclusteringtechnique, which is prone to error.
Although current conceptual models, e.g., ERM or UMLmaybe usedas a CDM indatabase migration, we argue that they do not satisfy the characteristics andconstructs of more than one target data model and do not support data representation. Some important semantics (e.g., inheritance, aggregation) have notbeen considered in some work, mainly due their lack of support either in sourceor target models, e.g., ERM and DTD lack support for inheritance. UML shouldbe extended by adding new stereotypes or other constructs to specify ORDBand XML models peculiarities [17, 20] and it is still weak and not suitable tohandle the hierarchical structure of the XML data model [11] . Several dependentmodels were developed at specific applications, and they are inappropriate tobe applied to generate three different data models; e.g.,BLOOM wasdefined for different schemas to be integrated in federated systems and ORA-SShas been designed to support semi-structured data models.
In contrast, the CDM described in this paper can be seen as an independent model, which embraces object oriented concepts with rich semantics thatcater forobjectrelationaland XML data models. It preserves a variety of classification forclasses, attributes and relationships, which enableusto represent the target complex structuresin an abstract way.Classes aredistinguishedasabstractclassesand concrete classes.Relationships are defined intheCDM in a waythatfacilitatesextractingand loading of dataduringdata conversionincluding defining andlinking objects using user-definedobjectidentifiers. Moreover, it provides nonOODBkey concepts (i.e., FKs, null and UKs)and explicitly specifieswhetherattributesare optionalor required using null values.Because of thesecharacteristics, our CDM can facilitate the migration of an existing RDB intoOODB/ORDB/XMLduringbothschematranslationand dataconversion phases.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
This paper presents an approach tothesemantic enrichment,in which necessary data semantics abouta given RDB are inferred andenhanced to producean RSR. The RSR constructs arethen classified to generate a CDM, which provides adescription of the existing RDB's implicit and explicitsemantics. The generated CDM is asound source ofsemantics and is a well organised data model, whichforms the starting point for the remaining phases ofdatabase migration. In addition to considering mostimportantcharacteristics of target models, the CDM preserves all data semantics that can possibly be extracted from an RDB, e.g., integrity constraints, associations,aggregations andinheritance. Moreover, the CDMrepresents a key mediator forconverting an existing RDBdata into target databases. It facilitates reallocationofattributes in an RDB to theappropriate values in a targetdatabase. A prototype has been implemented based on thealgorithm proposed in this paper for generating OODB,ORDBandXML schemas.Our approach has been evaluated by comparing the prototype's outputs with the results ofexistingmethods. We found that the resultswere comparable.Therefore, we conclude that the source and target databaseswereequivalent. Moreover, the results obtained demonstrate thatour approach, conceptually and practically, is feasible,efficientand correct.Our future research focus is on data specific manipulation (e.g., update/query)translations and further prototyping to simplify relationship names that are automatically generated.
